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STRATEGIES FOR RECONCILING ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS, 
PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT AND INCREASED ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR : ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK 

Gale A. Boyd 
Argonne National Laboratory, Decision and Mormation Sciences Division 

1 .O Background 

The project is motivated by recommendations that were made by industry in a number of different 
forums: the Industry Workshop of the White House Conference on Climate Change, and more 
recently, industry consultations for EPAct Section 131(c) and Section 1605(b). These 
recommendations were related to reconciling conflicts in environmental goals, productivity 
improvements and increased energy efficiency in the industrial sector. 

The objective of the project is twofold. 

To obtain a clearer understandmg of the investment decision process in industry that gives rise 
to (potential) conflicts in compliance with environmental goals and constraints, improving 
productivity, and improving energy efficiency. 

With this information, industry-spedc government-industry collaboration strategies will be 
formulated. These strategies will focus on 

Aspects of environmental goals and policies that might improve 
productivity and (energy) efficiency and 
Aspects of energy efficiency goals that might improve productivity and 
environmental performance 
The development and delivery of DOE based technology programs on 
industrial processes and energy use. 

% DISTRIBUTION OF MIS QOCUh4ENT IS UNLIMED 



Understanding business decision making in industry is central to this project. Forces that shape the 
level and focus of investment need to be better understood. For example, capital rationing may impose 
additional constraints to meeting both business and social goals. Measuring productivity is also central 
to this project. We use the most recent techniques in productivity measurement. 

This discussion paper presents the analytic fiamework of the study. Specifically section 2 presents the 
conceptual fiamework of the study. Section 3 discusses the W e s  to the fiamework of the 
individual parts of the project. Section 4 discusses the relationship to industty consultations. The last 
section presents details on the analytic approach. 

2.0 Conceptual Framework 

Using existing data and industry consultation, the study will examine: 

(a) decision making practices, i.e. identlfL and prioritize factors that determine the level and 
focus of investments 

(b) the extent to which environmental constraints result in changes in investment, energy 
consumption and productivity, 

(c) the manner in which DOE industrial technology programs and policies (e.g. energy 
efficiency programs), effect investment and productivity and 

(d) extent of lost opportunities and production inefficiencies where both environmental and 
energy goals can be achieved. 

The conceptual fiamework is illustrated in figure 1. Environmental goals and energy efficiency polices 
are both forces that shape the focus of investment. Environmental goals embody requirements that 
steer the investments of business in the direction of reduced environmental impacts. They may be in 
the form of regulations and technology mandates (e.g. MACT, LAER, etc.) or be flexible goals 
pursued for business reasons (e.g. 33/50 TRI reduction progratq 1605 b) geerhouse gas reporting, 
etc.). Similarly, energy efficiency polices can encourage less use of energy by contributing to 
developing the state of technology (or increase knowledge of existing technology). These polices point 
out directions for business investments. Other forces like prices or taxes also direct the shape of 
investment. 

While these forces shape investment, other forces determine the size of investment. Most of these 
forces are basic economic forces like economic growth and cost of capital. How these forces interact in 
the h a l  mix and size of investment in mandatory versus discretionary or energy versus general 
investment is a basic issues at question. If environmental requirements crowd out other discretionary 
investments then certain opportunities are lost to enhance profitabiity lower energy costs, etc. 
Similarly, energy efficiency investments could enhance or detract from other productive investments. 



Capital rationing is a practice which could exacerbate this type of investment crowding out. If the 
investment strategies of the firm do not allow for the iinancing of investment projects based on some 
hurdle rate, i.e. a internal rate of return that would allow the project to be implemented, but instead set 
plant level capital budgets fiom year to year then many profitable projects can go unimplemented. 
Under capital rationing ther is even less money 'available' for discretionary projects (figure 1). Capital 
rationing may be a policy that is only practiced in some plants or for some classes of projects. For 
example, a new plant or product line may be evaluated by a hurdle rate, but energy efficiency (or other 
productivity enhancingkost cutting) projects may be subject to rationing. 

. 

The impact on productivity and energy use of environmental requirements could work in reverse, if 
environmental requirements create impetus to retire older, high polluting, high energy using, and low 
productivity equipment. This is more likely to be possible to the extent that their are large dserences 
between existing, or industry average, practice and best practice plants. It is also possible that the 
search for environmental solution uncovers energy savings and productivity enhancements that were 
completely unknown, hence not part of the industry practice at all. This is a most difficult case to 
predict, since it relies on serendipity. 

All of these business investment. both current and historical investment in compliance, energy and 
general business projects, have a effect on performance. One performance measure is energy use or 
intensity (i.e. energy use per unit of output). This performance measure considers only one of the 
inputs used by industry Productikity is a measure that accounts for all the inputs used by industry and 
is more directly related to industry growth competitiveness, and profitability. These are our basic 
measures of performance. Environmental and energy efficiency goals can impact investment and hence 
performance. They may also have direct effects. The direct effect of some energy efficiency policies is 
to heighten awareness and reduce simple 'waste'. 
Environmental requirements also have direct effects. These direct effects are the diversion of company 
resources to 'control' pollution. These direct effects are expected and are the price to pay for a cleaner 
environment, but strategies to reduce these direct and indirect investment effects are desirable. 

This can occur without investment effects. 

By understanding the nature of the lost opportunities in indirect impacts on business investments and 
the direct impacts on energy use and productivity is can be possible to develop industry spec& 
strategies to reconcile these goals. 
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3.0 Project Linkages to Framework 

This section discusses the project linkages to the fiamework presented above, i.e. what we wish to 
understand or clanfL in the project about each area of the fi-amework and its connection to the others. 

ISSUE 1 
Environmental goals and constraints direct investment and other resources in a manner which may be 
flexible or non-flexible, i.e. technology directed. The investment effect may create additional 
constraints on investment hence an indirect impact on productivity. 

How large and how prevalent mi rflect this is in the industry in one issue the project seeks to clarij). 

Environmental goals and constraints also impact directly on energy use and productivity. To the extent 
that some firms have 'better' ways to meet environmental goals the failure to use these best practice 
methods represents lost opportunities in meeting these goals. 

irhe extent of these industry JpecrJic ineflciencies, relative to the best practice plants, is another 
issues that the project seeks to clan&. 

These issues are discussed in more detail in section 3.1 below. 

ISSUE 2 
Energy efficiency programs and policies can highhght narrowly focused energy conservation activities 
or process improvements that have productivity, hence energy enhancing properties. 

How these types of investment projects rank and interact with environmental projects in an issue that 
the project seeks to clarifv. 

ISSUE 3 
Investment decision making is central to the framework. Whether or not environmental investments 
reduce the investment in discretionary categories and whether energy investments interact with general 
investment projects are issues that the project will examine. 

SpecGcally, the project will exantine the role OfJinancial position or strateges, e.g. capital rationing, 
as a possible complicating factor in the energy and environmental investment impacts on 
productivity. 

These issues are discussed in more detail in section 3.2 below. 

In each of the issues identified, two important outcomes &om DOE and business perspectives are 
energy use (or intensity) and productivity. Energy intensity is easily computed from observed data, 
but productivity is a more dficult concept. Also the notion of inefficiency relative to some notion of 
best practice is an important concept to include in productivity measurement. 



. .  

This project will provide a better meamre of plant level productivity by recognizing t h t  production 
ineficiencies are an important source of productivity changes and represent lost opportunities in 
meeting both environmental, energy, and business goals. 

The role of inefficiencies in defining productivity and environmental performance is discussed in more 
detail in section 3.3 below. 

3.1 UNDEFCLYLNG ISSUES OF PRODUCnVrrY AND ENVIRONMENT 

In the past, environmental goals were oRen seen to be in conflict with business goals of producing the 
most gooddservices at the greatest profit. Environmental goals were characterized (by businesses and 
others) as constraints that place additional costs on the businesslproduction process. To the extent that 
environmental constraints require businesses to divert resources to treat, contain, and manage 'bad' 
production byproducts that, with minimal regulations, were otherwise costlessly disposable into the 
environment, then these additional costs are those that society weighs in its decision to regulate 
environmentally 'bad' outputs of industry. 

More recently, their have been positions typified by (Porter 1991) and others that environmental goals 
are the route to improved competitiveness. valley and Whitehead 1994) and others take the position 
that "talk.. is cheap; environmental initiatives are not." Clearly there is some question as to the degree 
of conflict between environmental coals and business goals of profitability. Walley and Whitehead 
illustrate this apparent conflict with an example of a chemical company that had 55% internal rate of 
return (ROI) on employee-generated environmental initiatives, however, the IROI on all corporate 
environmental projects (averaged together) was negative 16%. Clearly society does not wish the 
regulations to cost more than is required; positive IROI environmental projects should be encouraged. 
However the extent of the direct and indirect costs imposed by regulations needs to evaluated. The - 
16% IROI mentioned above may account for direct, short term costs. Other, indirect costs may be 
imposed by the regulations in terms of the impact on future growth and health, i.e. productivity, of 
businesses and in terms of other societal goals, like energy efficiency. 

Consider the direct costs first. Taking the above chemical company referred to in Walley and 
Whitehead as an example, one sees that some of the costs incurred by the company are the costs of 
resources to manage the otherwise costlessly disposable 'bad' outputs of the industry. These cost arise 
from the constraints on the company not to release certain production residuals into the environment. 
These constraints arise from the current slate of pollution regulations. 

However, not all of the regulatory approaches implemented by the company (or mandated by the 
regulatory body) for controlling these 'bad' outputs are efficient. In fact, there exist areas in this 
company where the production inefficiencies were so large that both environmental and business goals 
could be achieved. One important question is whether these areas are really extensive -- such that 
redesign of production processes (impelled by new regulations) forces attention on these classes of 
production inefficiency, with major business benefits. . 

.. . .  ,. 
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Green0 (in HBR, 1994) points out that "achieving superior efficien*.. in environmental spending" is 
the real win-win situation by meeting social goals while "besting their competitors cost structures". 
Greeno's point is that relative efficiency can be a competitive advantage, given the imposed social goals 
of environmental improvement, Since Smart (in HBR, 1994) characterizes the "huge investments" 
required to meet environmental goals as a cost set by society of continuing to stay in busiess, this 
makes Greeno's recognition of efficiency an even more important business goal. 

Direct investment (and operating) costs for environmental compliance are easier to identi@ and 
quantq than indirect costs. Indirect costs include two important categories, unmeasured costs of 
pollution abatement and 'lost opportunities'. Unmeasured costs are discussed at length in (Office of 
Technology Assessment 1994) The OTA report lists several reasons why Pollution Abatement and 
Control Expenditure (PACE) data collected by the Census may underreport abatement costs. The 
reasons idenaed by the OTA report include: 

Underreporting fi-om Omitted Cost Items 

Productivity Losses 
Product Quality Impact 
Pollution Control Costs Embedded in Other Purchases 
Interest Expense 
Fees and Taxes 
Cost of Regulatory Delays 
Loss of Proprietary Information 
Research and Development Costs 
Penalties and Fines 
Other costs 

Underreporting fi-om Lack of Full Knowledge of Costs 

Environmental costs embedded in capital equipment 
Administrative costs 
Management and engineering staff time 
Environmental Training 
Other costs 

Studies which examine the impact of pollution abatement have traditionally focused on reported 
expenditure data. To the extent that expenditures underreport the ''actual" cost, studies would tend to 
find the impact of pollution abatement to be greater than the direct reported costs. Two such studies 
are @arbera and McConnell 1990)(Gray and Shadbegian 1993). They find that the indirect costs are 
as much as 3 to 4 times the direct effect in paper in steel (Gray and Shadbegian 1993) or as low as zero 
(Barbera and McConnell 1990) for paper. It is important to note that indirect effects need not be 
negative. Barbera and McConnell find some positive indirect effects for some industries in their study. 
For example, the product quality impact may be positive or accelerated retirement may induce a newer 



state-of-the-art vintage of equipment. However, these potential positive effects are driven by the 
existence of structural inefficiencies discussed above. 

Other indirect costs may be characterized as 'lost opportunities'. These may be directly related to the 
inflexibility of the regulations, which mandate certain technological 'fixes' and do not encourage 
innovation. The second type of lost opportunities are those which are associated with investment 
constraints. 

3.2 INVESTMENT CONSTRAINTS 

Meeting environmental goais usually requires capital investment to put pollution abatement into place. 
The requirement to put company investments in 'non-productive' uses tends to raise the cost of capital 
to the firm, as represented by some risk adjusted interest rate. This occurs whether the companies 
borrows to finance the environmental compliance investment or uses internal funds (e.g. retained 
earnings) s ice  the profitability, upon which the companies interest rate is based, is lower in either case. 
This means that the company may be unable to undertake other productive or cost cutting investments 
than it otherwise would. For example, a company may have a investment project that yields an IROI 
of 14%. If it's risk adjusted interest rate is 127'0, before the environmental mandate, the company 
could profitably undertake this investment. If the envkonmentd mandate raises the cost of capital to 
15% this investment is no longer profitable. 

The management approach of business may create additional conflict between productive investments 
and environmental investments. If capital rationing is practiced by the company, then the requirement 
to install pollution control may 'squeeze out' other investments. Capital rationing is a term applied to 
corporate finance where capital budgets are allocated to divisions, plants, etc. based on some view of 
corporate financial goals, e.g. bond rating, cash flow, etc. This approach gives maximum control to the 
upper levels of management, but may ignore the information available at the lower levels. In many 
ways this is an example of the principle agent problem, the goals of the decision maker are not 
consistent with the goals of the plant or firm (stockholder). For example, the CEO or chief financial 
officer may desire the prestige of a A bond rating and constrain borrowing to maintain that. (Ellsworth 
1983) argues that this type of policy can be highly institutionalized and is detrimental to long run 
corporate health. 

For example, suppose a plant has a 1 million dollar capital budget and could undertake three cost 
savings investments that cost 1/2 million dollars each, with IROI of 20%, 25%, and 30%, respectively. 
Under capital rationing the plant manager would undertake the last two projects, but leave the third 

unimplemented. If the company could borrow money at a risk adjusted rate of 15%, then it would 'pay' 
to borrow the f h d s  and undertake the project, since an additional 5% would accrue to the firm. 
(Ellsworth 1983) presents a more detailed analysis that includes the risk of disruption of bank credit, 
etc. ffom extending debt, but the simple argument is still valid. Ellsworth shows that capital rationing 
lowers the long term stockholder value by not undertaking the borrowing and 'losing the opportunity' 
to make the 20% return investment. 



Under capital rationing the firm's environmental commitments have an expanded impact. If the firm is 
required to invest 1/2 million in pollution control, then only the 30% IROI project is undertaken. 
Whether the company can borrow 1 million dollars, rather than a 1/2 million, at a risk adjusted rate of 
15% will depend on its debt position. If the risk adjusted interest rate for the company to finance $1 
million of investment exceeds the 20% IROI of the last project, then it would not be implemented. 

3.3 DEFINING PRODUCTIVITY 

Productivity is a relative concept. Simple input productivity measures are expressed as the relative use 
of labor or energy to produce some unit of output, expressed either in physical units or monetary ones. 

These measures, like man-hours per ton of paper or kwh per ton of steel. are commonly used since 
they are simple to calculate and focus on speclfic inputs and issues that relate to those inputs. Since 
many inputs are used to produce goods like paper and steel, a measure of productivity that accounts 
for all inputs in the production process, i.e. growth accounting or Total Factor Productivity (TFP) is a 
better alternative. (Caves, Christensen, and Diewert 1982) introduce an easily computable form of a 
TFP index which is based on the ,Mahquist index. This approach allows a comparison of the relative 
growth (decline) in output relative to the amount of inputs required to produce the observed output 
level. 

Productivity is frequently expressed not only as a measure of inputs relative to outputs, but also how 
that measure compares across entities (firms, countries, industries) or over t i e .  Comparison of 
productivity between entities is an efsiciency comparison. Comparison over time measures an entity's 
productivity growth. The studies using the PACE data, (Barbera and McConnell 1990) and (Gray and 
Shadbegian 1993) mentioned above, focus on productivity growth. 

These distinctions between efficiency and productivity growth are important in the context of how 
environmental constraints impact on productivity. As Barbera and McConnell point out in their 
framework, the direct abatement effect will always lower TFP growth, as long as there is growth in 
abatement purchases. Environmentally driven investment constraints are also likely to impact on 
productivity growth, i.e. they impair the f'lrms ability to add to their productive capital stock. 
However, if all entities start from the same competitive position, then environmental constraints may 
show up in the relative productivity, i.e. in their relative efficiency. It may also be the case that some 
entities are better, more efficient, at implementing environmental solutions or mitigating indirect 
impacts. These other studies do not account for the differences in absolute efficiency between entities, 
or how that distribution of efficiency may change over time. 

Returning to the discussion presented by Whalley and Whitehead, the chemical company example was 
able to uncover, through their employee program, some inefficiencies that could be e l i i a t e d  that 
created net benefits to both the environmental and business goals. These 'win-win' investments can be 
viewed as (past) inefficiencies, siice the productivity benefit exists, even in the absence of the 
environmentaZ constraint. To illustrate this consider a modified version of an old simple economic 
model. 4 
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Figure 2 Example of Inefficiency with a Traditional Production Transformation Curve 

Undesirable outputs (bads) 

Figure 3 Example of Inefficiency with a Traditional Production Transformation Curve, Including 
Undesirable Outputs. 

Figure 2 shows the economic tradeoff that occurs when producing a mix of two types of economic 
output with some k e d  set of economic resources, This is the old 'guns and butter' curve. To produce 
more of one output out must 'give up' some of an the other output. If an entity is inefficiently using 



resources, point A, then more of each output can be obtained. Figure 3 illustrates the same trade-offj 
but where some outputs are desirable, i.e. goods, and some are not, i.e. bads. If'bads' are constrained 
so that they are not freely disposable (i.e. you cannot produce them and then throw them away 
somewhere) then the economic tradeoff is the bold line rather than the dotted line. (see (Fare et al. 
1989)). If a h is inefficient then they can move fiom point b, to the productionffontier and produce 
more goods and less bads. In both cases the increase in production (or decline in pollution) comes 
from the same amount of resources, used more efficiently. 

4.0 Data Analysis Approach 

This section presents the framework for the data analysis. The data analysis component of the project 
is designed to provide measurement of productiviv, energy efficiency, environmental compliance, and 
investment information that is independent of the industry consultations. The data analysis will compute 
plant level productivity indices an compute how the constraints implied by environmental regulations or 
energy efficiency impact on productivity. (Fare et al. 1989) use the framework discussed in section 3.3 
to develop alternative productivity measures that rely on measures of pollution output, rather than 
reported data on abatement expenditure. This framework also explicitly recognizes the potential for 
relative inefficiency in firm level production and pollution control decisions. 

There are four broad steps to the data analysis: 

Compute productivity, inefficiency, and the change due to environmental outputs. 

Compute energy intensity at the plant level and relate to the results in previous step. 

Compute the change in productivity implied by a investment constraint (e.g. capital rationing) 
and relate the productivity estimates to h or plant level finance data 

These three steps are directly related to each of the issues in section 3.0. The data analysis provides 
qziantitative evidence on each of these issues, while the industry consultations provide qualitative 
evidence. For example, step one provides a measure of the productivity and inefficiency effects. The 
magnitude of the measured effect provides an independent assessment of the size of the 'problem'. Step 
two relates the energy efficiency to the productivity and inefficiencies measured in the plants. This can 
be related to information the role of different types of technology. Finally, we measure the impact on 
efficiency (productivity) of an assumed investment constraint, i.e. some type of capital rationing or 
other practice that might cause investments to 'squeeze out' other productive or energy efficient 
investments. 

The next sections (4.1-4.3) discuss requisite and currently available data for the analysis, the 
disadvantages to the analytic approach, and the technical details of the methodology 

4.1 Data 



The results from the analysis and their interpretation rest on the availability of the data. To measure 
simple energy intensity, only energy use and a measure of output is required. We consider energy use 
in two basic categories, electricity and fossil fuels. These energy forms are sufficiently different to 
require separate treatment. We prefer to use a physical measure of output, e.g. tons of steel poured or 
tons of pulp and paper produced. These basic data can be obtained for the steel and paper plant data in 
the LRD for both the Census years and fiom the annual survey. Productivity measurement requires 
more detail on other production inputs, i.e. materials, labor, capital equipment. These data are also 
readily available from the LRD. In order to provide a more disaggregate picture of inputs, the data 
analysis will focus the productivity and energy calculation in step one on the Census years. These basic 
data sets are already prepared fiom previous analysis for OIT and PO, 

To compute the change in productivity due to environmental outputs, emission estimates are required. 
At this time only two types of emissions are readily available from the Census; toxic releases, from the 
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI), and CO,, computed from the energy use. It is important to note that 
energy efficiency issues are implicitly treated as 'environmental issues' when we include COZ in the list 
of environmental outputs to be reduced. 

Criteria air emission data is available to ANL for 1985. The availability of air data for other years and 
water emissions data is currently under investigation. The compilation of multi-media emissions data is 
important to assess the synergies of multi-media regulation on productivity. 

The PACE data (discussed briefly in section 2.1) is available at the CES. The changes that have been 
made in the sample fiame make it dficult to compile a balanced plant panel, i.e. a set of plants that 
have all the requisite data in each year. The analysis of the pollution abatement capital investment data 
for evidence of capital constraints will likely have to be done us ig  cross sections, i.e. plant level 
comparisons within a year but not over time. PACE also has data on end-of-pipe vs. other compliance 
expenditures. Some assessment of the quality of this data may be made in order to determine its value 
in this study. 

4.2 Drawbacks of the DEA Productivity Measurement 

While one could argue that using actual data from plants, rather than some hypothetical plant fiom an 
engineering drawing board is one of the strengths of this approach, one drawback of this approach is 
that the current best practice of plants in some particular year are used to d e h e  what is feasible for 
all. This ignores some important distinctions. While something may be technically feasible, in a static 
sense, it may not be economic in a dynamic sense. Some equipment or process may be inefficient 
relative to the current best practice, but may stiU have a useful lifetime to the firm. This implies that 
some of the distribution of inefficiency may be structural to the industry and would not change without 
some external forces. (Myers and Nakamura 1980) argues that some environmental regulations may 
be used as those forces. If they encourage capital turnover in inefficient industrial processes, then they 
can have an offsetting productivity benefit. They cite the improved energy efficiency of paper plants, 
after the imposition of waste water regulation, as one important example. 



Another potential problem with usimg observed best practice as the yardstick for measuring 
productivity is that it is backward looking, rather than forward looking. It can not compare today's 
practice with a technology that is not yet in (widespread) commercial use. At best, one can only 
measure the magnitude and direction of the technical (productivity) change that is observed. 
Moreover, any far-reaching technology that has the potential for radically restructuring the industry is 
beyond the scope of these or other measurement techniques. 

Finally we should note that this approach does not identlfjr the specific indirect impact mechanism of 
capital rationing of abatement spending. To do so one would have to compute the plant or h level 
cost of capital from financial data. While this is technically feasible, it is very difficult. (Fazzari and 
Petersen 1993) present evidence on how working capital effects investment, based on financial data 
constructed from publicly traded manufacturing firms. This type of data could be matched to Census 
to support similar analysis. A simple alternative would be to compute a simple measure of payments to 
capital, i.e. value of shipments less variable costs and compare that to the book value of capital stock. 
A low value could suggest a more financially strapped firm. One would expect this to be correlated 
with capital rationing and large indirect abatement effects. 

4.3 Technical approach 

(Fare et al. 1989) use the framework discussed in section 3.3 to develop alternative productivity 
measures that rely on measures of pollution output, rather than reported data on abatement 
expenditure. This framework also explicitly recognizes the potential for relative inefficiency in 6.m 
level production and pollution control decisions. The productivity measure is based on activity 
analysis, where each plant's inputs and outputs define a feasible activity. The best practice set of 
activities is identified via a linear program and relative productivity (i.e. efficiency) is measure as the 
ratio of observed inputs (weighted) to the best practice set of inputs (with the same weights). The 
weighmg of inputs is determined via the linear program, rather than statistical techniques traditionally 
used in studies which compute TF'P. 

m 

The basic approach (without pollution inputs) is as follows. The linear program finds a set of weights 
that creates a linear combination of the inputs (energy and all other inputs) that produce a feasible 
output on the basis of all other entities in the sample. The program compares the linear combination of 
inputs with the actual output of an establishment. E potential output, as measured by the linear 
combmation, exceeds actual output, the establishment is inefficient, and the proportion, I, by which all 
inputs are scaled to reach the fiontier is the efficiency measure. 

:3 



To implement the efficiency approach, which if fiequently referred to as Data Envelopment Analysis 
(DEA), the following linear programming problem is solved (Fare et al. 1985): 

Max h 
Subject to 

z - u 2 Xu" 
Z - X l x "  

where: 

X" = Observed input vector, 
U" = Observed output, 
XandU 
2 = An activity vector. 

= Matrices of inputs and outputs for the entire sample, and 

The first constraint requires the linear Combination of other plants' inputs to lie in the input requirement 
set for output u". The second constraint requires that actual output not exceed potential output on the 
frontier. The third constraint requires each firm to receive a non-negative weight in any linear 
combination of inputs or outputs. 

This linear program is then modified to account for both 'good and bad' outputs, u" = (v,w). Where v 
and w are the desirable (goods) and undesirable outputs (bads), respectively. The linear program is 
modified in the following way. 

Max h 
Subject to 

z - v 2  hv" 
z . q7 = p W "  

z- x 5 x" 

where: 

Z&Rk 
hER* 

X" = Observed inputs, 
4 ,  w" = Observed outputs, 
X, V, and W 

Z = An activity vector. 

= Matrices of inputs, desiable outputs, and undesirable outputs for the 
entire sample, and e 



This problem in a non-linear programming problem, but can be approximated as a linear problem, or 
partitioned into two hear problems. By partitioning one can examine the impact of increasing 
desirable output, with constant pollution @ads) or holding desirable output constant and minimizing 
pollution. 

If there are several types of bad outputs which are regulated individually, e.g. air, water, and toxics, 
then the contribution of each one to productivity can be assessed as well as the combined effect. The 
sum of the parts may be greater or smaller than the whole, depending on the interaction between 
process technology and pollution control options. For example, some water pollution control may 
reduce energy use, hence lower air emissions fiom fossil he1 combustion. In addition to the 
traditionally regulated 'bad' outputs, one can incorporate CO1 as an undesirable output into this 
fiamework as well. This provides an explicit treatment of energy and conservation technology issues. 

This approach measures the direct and indirect effects of environmental constraints on productivity, but 
not the components like investment constraints. To do so, additional information is required. The 
approach is similar to that of the previous studies that use the PACE data, except that the productivity 
index is based on a modified DEA approach. The capital expenditure data in the PACE data is used to 
partition the plant level investment data into abatement and 'regular' capital. These shares are placed in 
the LP as an additional set of constraints. In other words, partition X = (Y,K+A), where A is 
abatement capital, K in 'regular' capital, and Y is other variable inputs. The LP is reformulated as: 

Minx 
Subject to 

Note that we are now solving for the minimum level of inputs that satis@ the output level (vo,w"). To 
the extent that the two new constraints are binding, the firm will suffer a measurable productivity 
impact. The LP can be run with and without the constraints to compute each level of input efficiency. 
The ratio of these two efficiency measures is the amount that productivity is compromised by the 

abatement constraints. 
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